TRANSFER STUDENTS

External Transfers
Candidates for admission from other accredited colleges or universities must be in good academic standing in the colleges or universities from which they are transferring and submit a complete application in accordance with UD admissions policies. Students must have a minimum 2.7 GPA and have successfully completed a college level math class. For more information please visit the School of Business website (http://business.udayton.edu).

Internal Transfers
Students must first attend an initial internal transfer meeting with an Academic Advisor in the School of Business Administration. Stop in the SBA Undergraduate Advising Office in Miriam Hall 108 to schedule this initial SBA internal transfer meeting.

Minimum Requirements:

1. Minimum cumulative UD GPA of 2.7
2. Successful completion of an appropriate UD Math course, such as a UD Calculus class, a C+ or higher in MTH 116 or MTH 128, or a B- or higher in MTH 207. Math courses taken at another college or university will not be considered.